
MARKETING HOME MAINTENANCE BUSINESS PLAN

HandyMan Stan handyman maintenance business plan executive summary. HandyMan Stan's target market has been
segmented into: home owners and.

We will also give good working conditions and commissions to freelance sales agents that we will recruit
from time to time. This compares favorably with the other industry competitors who often have two to three
hour minimums. Make it as easy as possible to respond to your offer; local landline numbers, mobile numbers
or numbers, email addresses, short urls. Competitive Edge HandyMan Stan will differentiate from the
competition by offering: low price and low minimum charge. What expenses are already underway and what
are the projections for the future? Technology: Are you planning to use any technology to scale the business?
Here are some efficient strategies that can be followed in this domain: Focus on developing awareness about
your business through multiple channels. Stan plans to capitalize on word of mouth referrals, achieved by
ensuring every customer has their expectations exceeded. I offer a course that shares my method for staying
booked all year. Some of the factors that count positively in this line of business are trust, honesty and
relationship management and any property maintenance and renovation company that has this will indeed do
pretty well in the industry. Any business that sells home maintenance services such as carpet cleaning,
landscaping or garage door repair fulfills specific and unique needs for customers, and any marketing strategy
should reflect that. I am currently self employed doing home improvements and have a registered business ,
insurance, etc. Pay attention to these reviews, and adjust your services and business model accordingly.
Honestly evaluate the needed skills for a job, passing it onto a contractor if it is too difficult as opposed to
taking on a job that cannot be completed perfectly. I just subscribed to your podcast. Another maintenance
company, this time in the air filtration space, is in a fairly boring industry. Form a networking group of people
who sell to the same target market, such as landscapers, cleaning services, pool companies and interior
designers, to build relationships that lead to referrals. The goal is to not have any unsatisfied customers.
Threat: Some of the threats that we are likely to face as a property maintenance and renovation company are
unfavorable government policies and global economic downturn; global economic downturn usually affect
spending power and the real estate industry is known to encounter decline in sales and profits during this
period. Contractors General Duluth Contractors: This is a full-service general contractor. Holiday Decorations,
TV Wall mounts, hanging pcitures, etc. This will develop a trust bond with the customer so that when a more
minor issue comes up the customer is more likely to call Stan due to his honesty displayed earlier. Human
Resources and Admin Manager Responsible for overseeing the smooth running of HR and administrative
tasks for the organization Defines job positions for recruitment and managing interviewing process Carries out
staff induction for new team members Responsible for training, evaluation and assessment of employees
Responsible for arranging travel, meetings and appointments Oversees the smooth running of the daily office
and factory activities. Honestly evaluate the needed skills for a job, passing it onto a contractor if it is too
difficult as opposed to taking on a job that cannot be completed perfectly. Create your own business plan 1.
This behavior can be explained by not wanting to incur a large upfront charge just to have someone fix one
thing. Identifying potential clients, offering promotions and collecting referrals are a few ways to can
successfully grow your business. I know all state requirements are different but do you know if a general
contracting licence is required for handyman or home repaire service? There are still a number of benefits to
using leaflet distribution.


